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EXHIBIT A:  SUMMARY INFORMATION                                                                                                       

A.  Executive Summary  

The Central Park/Ybor City Choice Neighborhoods Transformation Plan is built on a foundation 

of planning, funding and effort already invested or being put in place.  The revitalization 

investment to date in Central Park/Ybor, a historic neighborhood adjacent to the Tampa CBD, 

has overwhelmingly been focused on construction of infrastructure, housing and businesses.  

This is beginning to yield tangible results for the community at large. Yet, despite service 

provisions to relocated Central Park public housing residents funded by the THA and its partners 

over the past 5 years, a much smaller focus has been on efforts to support assisted housing and 

other low income residents take advantage of the expanding opportunities which now exist.   

Today, the I-4 expressway overpasses which cut through the heart of the neighborhoods have 

been rebuilt to be substantially less obtrusive. Major employers including GTE Federal Credit 

Union (one of the nation’s 50 largest credit unions) and KForce (the nation’s 2nd largest 

temporary employment service) have built headquarters in the neighborhood; Ikea has opened a 

350,000 square foot store; Hillsborough Community College (HCC) continues to expand its 

Ybor campus to where growth is limited by not having land to build new facilities; and the once 

distressed 483 unit Central Park public housing property is well on its way to being transformed 

into the mixed use Encore development with 98% of infrastructure complete, 160 units nearing 

completion, and an additional 262 units with construction to begin within the next six months.  

Yet major challenges continue to exist, and the Transformation Plan from this point forward is 

oriented to mitigating or largely substantially eliminating these challenges in the future.  The 

Plan for the next five years includes the following: 

• Housing – Continued development of 422 units in three buildings under construction or 

for which funding already has been identified at the Encore;  and the construction of 203 
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units of mixed income family housing partially funded by Choice Neighborhoods in the 

Tempo property; 

• People – A dramatic increase and focus of Choice Neighborhood and leveraged funding 

on services for people including a health wellness center/clinic run by the Tampa 

region’s preeminent providers of indigent health services, a managed urban farm in 

conjunction with the University of South Florida (USF) and Hillsborough County 

Public Schools (HCPS), state-of-the-art early childhood center managed by the HCPS,  

priority high quality school admission for all school age children in the neighborhood, 

and a world class public/private job training center in conjunction with GTE Federal 

Credit Union, Hillsborough Community College, and Tampa Bay Workforce Alliance. 

• Neighborhood – A focus on physical and law enforcement investments aimed at making 

the community safer and more pedestrian friendly, the development of a new library by 

Hillsborough County and the investment of over $3.5 million in the neighborhood’s 

principal park to support the recreation and information needs of neighborhood residents.       

The Tampa Housing Authority (THA) as the lead entity, the implementing entity for Housing 

(THA in conjunction with CPDG2), and its implementing partners for Neighborhood (City of 

Tampa), Education (HCPS) and People (THA) have entered into a Partnership Agreement to 

provide the level of expertise to quickly and efficiently move the Transformation Plan forward.  

The experience of this Partnership is cemented by the fact that the members have a long record 

of successfully working together on a variety of neighborhood level efforts. 

The neighborhood which was selected for the Choice Neighborhoods grant was identified 

because of its tremendous locational attributes and substantial investment in infrastructure 

already underway. Yet, despite the neighborhood’s strong location and positioning, low income 

residents of the neighborhood and former residents of the Central Park public housing 
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development continue to face substantial hurdles to participating in the opportunities 

increasingly available in their the community.  The Central Park/Ybor neighborhood was 

previously two neighborhoods with very different characteristics but today more than 40 years 

after I-4 cut through the heart of both neighborhoods, the communities are more similar than 

different as it relates to the challenges they face.  The neighborhood boundaries are consistent 

with the psychosocial notion of the neighborhood and distances from east-to-west and north-to-

south allow for a walkable community with commercial, employment, institutional, and housing 

activity nodes throughout.   

The THA is requesting a total of $30 million in Choice Neighborhoods Grant centered on the 

demolished Central Park public housing property now being redeveloped as the Encore mixed 

income/mixed use community.  There is no requirement for tenant protection vouchers given that 

relocation was fully completed before the property was demolished in 2008.  

As the resident and broader neighborhood needs assessment make clear, Central Park/Ybor is at 

a crossroads as the pace of development hastens and the economy recovers.  Low and moderate 

income residents of assisted housing and the broader neighborhood are not yet positioned to fully 

take advantage of the economic and community revitalization activity occurring in their mists.  

The question now becomes; will these families have adequate access to the facilities and services 

necessary to support their full participation or will they generally sit on the sidelines and not be 

fully engaged to become beneficiaries of the investment despite gains which have been realized 

through focused case management to date? 

Building on the investment to date, the Transformation Plan herein is designed to provide 

assisted housing and other low income residents of the community the means to make leaps as 

opposed to small steps forward.      
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